How long have you been with
HopeWorks? Why do you stay?

Staff Interview
Melinda Barth

Comprehensive Recovery
Team (CRT) Program Manager

I started in November of 2014 as
a Community Support Worker
(CSW), then moved up to senior
CSW, and then, in 2017, I was
promoted to CRT Program
Manager. My answer to why I stay
is probably the same as many of
the staff here. We’ve seen things
in our lives that have made us
want to help, or we felt a calling
to help. This work is different
from other mental health support.
There is a passion and a purpose
that is unique. There is always a
reason to get up out of bed and
do this work. It takes a special
kind of person to come here, and
to stay.
What are some of the
challenges of the CRT Program?
What are some successes?
It can be hard when clients have
an expectation that they will
be housed immediately. They
associate HopeWorks with
housing, and sometimes are
surprised when we offer and
expect more. The CRT program
asks them to think about their own
mental stability and sobriety, too.
We are involved in our clients’
lives in palpable and lasting ways.
I have personally driven a staff
member to her client’s funeral
in a different city. I’ve had staff
members cut umbilical cords.
We are here for all of it. One of
my past clients was able to get
a nursing degree, now has an
amazing job, and a stable home
and life for her and her children.
Seeing the shift from her being
near rock bottom to her saying,
“I appreciate the help, but I don’t

need this housing anymore. I got
this,” is one of the stories that will
always stay with me.

Unity Spiritual Volunteer Group

What do you think your clients
want HopeWorks supporters to
know?
We have to end the stigma of
mental health. Even though the
disease is in the mind, it’s not
in your head. Addiction is not
always a choice. Also, that the
program only works as hard as you
do.

Can you sum up CRT in
a few sentences?
We are a clientcentered, client-first
mental health and
substance abuse
program. We help with
any challenges that they
face. If you’ve had to
deal with it in your life,
we support our clients
through it. We have
helped clients shop,
move, get new jobs,
deal with sickness,
everything. The bulk of
what we do is outside
these walls.
What are some fun facts about
yourself?
I’m a die-hard Harry Potter fan.
I love to read, in general. I’m also
obsessed with murder mysteries
and documentaries. I love to
diagnose the characters.

A Little Love
Small actions can bring great
healing. Tiny moments can
make lasting memories. Unity
Spiritual Center members know
these truths well from their years
of preparing and serving meals
at the Day Shelter. We asked a
group of these volunteers to share
their thoughts, experiences, and
advice. Here were some of their
responses.
What is your favorite part about
volunteering and interacting
with clients?
My favorite part about
volunteering is that I feel like I am
bringing a little bit of hope into
the clients’ lives by serving them
a hot meal. They smile as they go
and are so grateful. I have seen
people in line being gentle and
generous with each other and
offering love to us servers as they
receive their food.
It’s offering a little hope, a little
love, and finding ways that our
church community can give
practical assistance to those in
need.

It brings our spiritual mission alive
to be love in our community and
to work together with others who
have the same commitment.
What is something that
happened while you were
volunteering that made a lasting
impression on you?
One winter, a group at my church
collected 250 scarves, and we
handed them out to each person
as they went through the line.
Seeing everyone choosing a scarf
they liked and wearing it as they
left the Shelter brought tears to
my eyes.
I am forever changed by the
memory of that day. The
appreciation was so great! A
dog even left with his own new
coat because of someone’s
thoughtfulness and generosity.
Once, a young man asked me
about a word he heard me say to
another volunteer: “obfuscate.”
When I saw him the next month,
he laughed and said, “Sometimes
providers on the outside [of the
homeless community] like to
obfuscate!” Now, whenever I

see him, I always try to use a new
word.
What is something you would
want to tell someone who is
interested in volunteering for
the first time?
I would tell them that their
perspective about folks that are
homeless will change. These are
fellow humans down on their luck
who need a little kindness.
Come visit. See the need.
Nothing to fear. Open your heart.
Know we all could find ourselves
in this situation.
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A Light in the Darkness
William first encountered
HopeWorks while deep in darkness.
It was December 2015. He was
just out of jail, on probation, and
homeless. He was also mired in
his mental illnesses, including
depression and PTSD. He met
the HopeWorks Comprehensive
Recovery Team (CRT) staff as a
timid, avoidant, and untrusting
person. It was difficult for staff to
engage with him. They knew that
this was not the real William and
began the process of earning his
trust and working to help him.
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The first ray of hope came when
William and his Community
Support Worker (CSW) applied
for Social Security. William was
nervous, especially after he had
experienced so many setbacks.

Happily, he was approved for SSI.
He could make even more progress
using his new income.

remarks regarding his probation.
He worked to resolve issues as they
arose rather than hiding from them.

With continued help and support
from his CSW, he was able to
obtain independent housing.
Bolstered by these successes,
William started to reach out even
more. He found community
support in his home church and
began to attend services regularly.
This sparked a new brightness
within William’s spirit. He began to
find his voice.

Eventually, William blossomed
into a friendly, supportive,
and encouraging person. He
successfully completed his
probation, paid off his furniture
loan, maintained paying full rent on
his own, and gives generously of his

William persevered over the course
of his time in CRT. It was often
difficult, but he consistently came
to meetings with his CSW every
week, or rescheduled if a conflict
arose. He was approved for a loan
to purchase new furniture for his
home. He never had any negative

time and money to his church.

Today, William no longer
hides away, but shines as
a bright light of hope and
help for others.
Thank you for providing this light
for William and for countless
others.

